
MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY
Department of Mechanical Engineering
ME451 Control Systems Spring 2016

Midterm Exam 11-A
Closed Book. two 8.5 x 11 pages of handwritten note are allowed.

Your Name: 5c~ ( ~ tc OflJ

Student Number:

Please start with an easy question and try to answer all questions.

Problem: 1 2 3 Total
Max. Grade: 30 25 45 100
Grade:

1 Problem

Answer the following questions briefly.

a. (5 points) Write the definition of BIBO (Bounded-Input-Bounded-Output)
stability. Any howndec/~ yenerertec a boc~indecd ourfpcc 1.

b. (5 points) Write the definition of asymptotic stability. Any tc.s yP~wr’r4t y(4)
Con veryiny ~ aert’.

c. (5 points) Consider a transfer function C(s). What is the condition for
which C(s) is stable? /4!! poles a~ 6I&~ are ;~ +he c.yen fe-F~L 4’~~~6f~

~c #Iie co.npIee~ p(ane,
d. (15 points) Determine if U(s) in the table is stable, marginally stable, or

unstable.
C(s) stable/ marginally stable/ unstable

(s+1) ctab)e
(8~1~I) (s+0.1)2

3-10 sJccble_
(s2-f-s+1)(s+1)2

5+1 tjgis1cible (repocieJ ‘4C4~
(82+5)3 ~ c~i~)
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2 Problem

Given the differential equation ± = f(x, u), linearize the equation about
= 2 if the function f(x, u) is given by

(20 points) f(x, u) = 7— x3 + x2u.

— ~ x~ ~ 7~(il ~)1w~
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3 Problem

Consider the feedback system in Fig. 1.

a. (15 points) For C(s) = (s+~j~+i)’ draw the root locus and find the range

with it = 1 and U(s) = ~. (unit step input) and for cases a, and b.

Hint: Clearly indicate the directions of closed-loop poles by arrows as k
increases. Breakaway points and angles of departure are NOT required.

U

Figure 1: A closed-loop system.
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of it > 0 for which the closed-loop system is stable.

b. (15 points) For C(s) = draw the root locus and find the range
of it > 0 for which the closed-loop system is stable.

c. (15 points) Consider the error signal e(t) = u(t) — y(t). Compute the
steady state errors

lim e(t)
t-*oo
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